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SWEDENBORG’S  SCIENTIFIC REVIEWERS*

XXIII Chemistry XVIV Iron and Fire XXV. Finding the Longitude

Note. The above three books were published in Amsterdam in
rapid succession. That they were printed in the order named seems to
be indicated by the date of the reviews in the Acta Eruditorum. In the
Chemistry they are listed in the same order, together with their particu-
lar contents, under the heading “Index”; but this would indicate,
either that Chemistry was published last, or that they appeared simul-
taneously. The list concludes with the announcement:

“For sale in Amsterdam at _________ The Hague at __________ Lon-
don at _________”

The blank spaces were evidently to be filled up by the bookseller in
question. All three works were reissued under new title pages in
Amsterdam, 1727, and in Germany, 1754.

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

Amsterdam: During the past year, through the house of Joh. Osterwyk,
Herr Emanuel Swedenborg, Assessor of the Swedish College of Mines, has
given to the press, though without adding his name to them, the following
three treatises elegantly printed in octavo:

(1) Prodromus Principiorum rerum naturalium, sive novorum
tentaminum Chymiam et Physicam experimentalem Geometrice
explicandi.

(2) Methodus nova inveniendi Longitudines locorum. terra marique,
ope Lunae.

(3) Nova Observata et Inventa circa ferrurn et ignem, et praecipue
circa naturam ignis elementarem, una cum nova Camini inventione
(Neue Zeit., Feb. 5, 1722, PP. 106–7)

* Continued from this journal vol. CVI (Jan.–June, 2003), 498. Reprinted from The New
Philosodphy vol. XXXI (Jan.–Oct. §§ 1–4, 1929), 68–109.
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Acta Literaria Sueciae

At Amsterdam, through the publisher John Oostervyk, the distin-
guished Herr Emanuel Swedenborg has given out in octavo form, but
without his name as author, the fifteen treatises of which we made men-
tion in a previous issue, pp. 209, 210. We understand that they have been
received by the learned with great acclaim (Act. Lit. Suec., Apr.–June, 1722,
p. 302).

Announcements . . . By Emanuel Swedenborg, Prodromus of Natural
Principles or of new Attempts to explain experimental chemistry and
physics geometrically; Amsterdam, Joh. Oosterwyck, 1721, 8vo.

By the same, A New Method of Finding the Longitude of Places on Land
and at Sea, by means of the moon (ibid., 8vo.).

By the same, New Observations and Discoveries in respect to Iron and
Fire, and especially in respect to the elementary nature of fire; together
with a new invention of a stove, ibid., 8vo.

By the same, Miscellaneous Literary Pieces,46 Leipzig, 1721; and Part IV
of the same, Schiffbeck, 1721 (Act. Lit. Suec., July–Sept., 1722, p. 366).

XXIII
Chemistry

Prodromus Principiorum Rerum Naturalium sive Novorurn Tentaminum
Chymiam et Physicam Experimentalem Geometrice explicandi. Amstel,
1721; sm 8vo., pp. 10 + 200.

Note. This work was published anonymously. In a copy pre-
sented by the author to A. Stiernman in 1760, Swedenborg describes it
as “the first fruits” of his Studies (Hyde, Bibliog., p. 35).

Acta Eruditorum47

A Prodromus [Forerunner] of the Principles of Natural Things, or, of New
Attempts to Explain Experimental Chemistry and Physics Geometrically.
Amsterdam, John Oosterwyk, 1721, 8vo. At the expense of the author. 14
sheets; 15 copperplates.

The author of this Prodromus is the distinguished Assessor in the
Swedish College of Mines, Emanuel Swedenborg. When he was establish-
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ing his theory of metals, salts, and elements, he gathered together experi-
ments from Boyle, Hjaerne of Sweden, Boerhaave, Lemery, and others,
and also those made by himself; consulted geometry in respect to the
investigation of causes; and finally, formulated principles in agreement
with the experiments. Before publishing the work itself, the author, with
the purpose of seeking the judgments of the learned, has desired to make
public, under the title Prodromus, certain excerpts therefrom as a speci-
men [Pref.].

He begins48 by presenting from the eighth Part of the work, the differ-
ent positions of round particles.

First comes the vertical position, where one particle rests on the top of
another. The author shows that the whole volume is to the space filled by
the globules of equal size, as 21 to 11; so that the filled space is to the empty
as 11 to 10.

Then comes that triangular position which he calls the triangular
position of the first kind. Here the base of the particles is in the position of
a triangle, while the upper particles are in a vertical situation. In this case
the filled space is to the empty as 88 to 53.49 In the triangular position of the
second kind, the vertical plane of the particles is similar to the horizontal
plane previously defined, and the filled space is to the empty as 357 to
161.50 In the triangular position of the third kind, the three planes are
parallelograms, and the filled space is to the empty as 563 to 157.51

In the fixed triangular pyramidal position, one globule lies on three;
and the filled space is to the empty as 2464 to 917 or nearly 27 to 1052 In the
fluid pyramidal position53 an upper globule lies indeed on three lower
globules, but at the point of contact the particles are separated from each
other by even spaces; the filled space is to the empty as 2376 to 282854.

In the fixed quadrate pyramidal position, one globule lies on four
lower globules, and the full space is to the empty as 110 to 37, or nearly 3 to
1. Finally, in the fluid quadrate pyramidal or natural position, the lower
particles are equally distant from each other, and the upper lie in the
interstices of the lower; the filled space is to the empty as 44 to 1955.

The above ratios are deduced by the author from the principles of
ordinary geometry by the aid of analytical calculus. The author also shows
in what case each position obtains; and in each case, he compares the
positions with each other as to the filled space and the empty.
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From the ninth Part he brings in the theory of water, and here he
devotes himself entirely to explaining the geometry of the particles of
water. He here uses terms which, in the work itself, he no doubt explains.
But in the absence of an understanding of these terms, his dissertations on
the figure of the particles of water are obscure. It appears, however, that he
makes them round and hollow, with their surfaces occupied by other and
lesser round particles; the materia of a subtle fire flows through the
interstices and separates one from the other. He attributes to them a
natural or fluid quadrate pyramidal position. He makes other statements
with respect to the motion of the particles of water, distinguishing this
motion into natural, central, and local motion. Finally, he enters into an
examination of their pressure, and shows that one particle presses on four
lower particles, and these four on nine, and so on. The pressure toward the
sides and base is the same, and is equal to all the sides; from which the
author makes other conclusions by way of corollaries. As a finishing touch
come 47 experiments on water, the geometrical demonstration of these
experiments being found in the work itself.

From the tenth Part he puts forward some statements concerning the
interstitial figures of water when in the fixed quadrate pyramidal position,
a position which he attributes to the particles at the bottom of the sea. Here
he gives the greatest consideration to the spaces between the particles
which are left empty, making some of them cavo-quadrate and others
cavo-triangular. He also fixes their ratio to the particles of water both as to
mass and as to weight.

The eleventh Part presents the theory of common salt. The author
states that the particles of salt originate in the water particles, and are
formed in their interstices, and so have the same figure as those interstices.
This figure consists of a quadrilateral figure and several triangles—in fact
eight, if the particle is a perfect one. The height of the particle of salt
compared to the semi-diameter of the particle of water is as 4 to 5; the
weight of a particle of salt having eight triangles, is to the weight of a
particle of water as 25 to 9; and nine particles of common salt are generated
from the dissolution of 25 particles of water.

Furthermore, he treats in a similar way concerning the fluidity of the
particles of common salt in water; its crystallization; the weight of the
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saline mass; the solution of salt by water; the weight of a solution of salt;
the evaporation of a solution of salt; the breaking of the particles of
common salt; its distillation; and finally, the combination of broken salts.

Because of the frequent use of new terms, it is hardly possible to
present the special points in a suitable way. In order, however, to give
some taste of them, we will say that in our author’s opinion the concavity
of the saline particles is exactly applied to the convexity of the particles of
water; that one particle of salt in water is beset by six water particles, and
that it does not increase the volume of the water but merely occupies the
empty interstices.

In the twelfth Part comes the theory of acid. The author thinks that
acid is nothing more than the points of common salt. Hence, to the par-
ticles of the acid of salt he attributes a triangular figure, but hollowed out
in conformity with the dimension of the particle of water; that is to say, the
figure of the interstices between four particles of water. The arc of one acid
particle is 60 degrees but its shortest path is only 45. Its semidiameter is to
the semidiameter of a particle of water as 4 to 7, and its height is to the
same semidiameter as 31 to 49.56 The weight of one acid particle is to the
weight of a particle of water as 5 to 18.

We omit what the author relates concerning the distillation of acid
liquid; the conjunction of acids, and the different kinds of these conjunc-
tions; the combination of acids with other salts; the weight of acid spirits;
the force of the menstrua of acids in water, and the loss of the forces of the
menstruum when not in water; and also the different kinds of crystalliza-
tions of acid.

In the thirteenth Part, the author explains the theory of nitre. He thinks
that the particle of nitre is angular, having within it a volume of subtle
matter, and on its surface acid particles which, by the aid of the
circumpressure of other particles, are transposed into the form of nitre;
that the particles of the subtle matter are bullular, and by means of motion
can be dilated and compressed; that twelve water particles will find room
around one nitre; that the diameter of the enclosed volume is equal to the
diameter of a water particle, and that one particle of nitre weighs to a
particle of water as 4 to 1. Here again we omit what is found in this theory,
concerning the origin of the particles of nitre; its fluidity in water; the
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evaporation of the solution; the crystallization of nitre; the weight of the
crystals; their solution in water; the volume and weight of this solution;
the distillation of nitre; its calcination and its vegetative nature.

In the fourteenth Part, the author constructs his theory of oil and of
volatile urinous salt, presenting however, not the whole theory, but only a
small part. In this Part, moreover, he tells of a great number of experi-
ments.

An Appendix is added, which contains some general rules in regard to
transparency, and white, red and yellow colors, which the author lays
down as drawn from his theory of light and rays; the rules, namely, that in
the whole sublunary world there are no particles which are not by their
very nature transparent; that if in transparent particles the angles of
reflexion be variously confused, the color white arises; that if the surface of
the particles be variegated with particles of various kinds, the color red
arises; that if white be mingled with red, yellow is the result.

In the twenty-fifth, which constitutes the last Part of this Prodromus,
the author constructs a theory of lead, with the intention of presenting a
specimen of his theory of metals, to the end that the truth of his theory of
elements and salts may become clear. He judges that a particle of lead
consists of metallic globules and cubes which have coalesced into a single
body. He deals in particular with the formation of metallic globules and
cubes, but here again he uses many new terms, the explanation of which
would occupy too much space. For this reason we abstain from reviewing
the special points.

The author must be regarded in general, as having attempted to give a
priori reasons for the results established by experiments; and, in fact, to
have sought his ultimate reasons in the figures of particles, their magni-
tudes, weights, and interstices. He has used great ingenuity, and no less
industry, but as to how much of truth he has attained to in his theories, this
may be left to the judgment of others (Act. Erud. Feb. 1722, pp. 83-87)

Note. The above review was the first notice of Swedenborg to
appear in the pages of the Acta Eraditorum, and it may be considered as
fulfilling in some measure the aspiration at which he hints in a letter to
Eric Benzelius, April 12, 1722. There, after referring to a reported night
observation of a refracted sun, he writes: “I will not set faith in this,
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until I myself have made the same observation which would be en-
tirely worthy of the Acta Eruditorum “(Op. Quaedam, I, 303)

We may add the Acta Eruditorum for 1720, 1721, 1722, and 1723,
were among the books in Swedenborg’s library. Reviews of his work
are given in the issues for 1721 and 1722.

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

The February number of the Acta Eruditorum contains the following:
II) Prodromus Principiorum rerum naturalium, sive novorum Tentaminum

Chymiam et Physicam experimentalem geometrice explicandi.
Amstelodami, 1721, 8vo. Sumtibus Autoris. 14 sheets and 15 copperplates.

The author of this work is Herr Swedenborg. With the intention of
writing a theory of metals, salts, and elements, he has brought together all
the experiments made by Boyle, Hiaerne, Boerhaave, Lemmery, and oth-
ers, and by himself; and has sought geometrically for the principles arising
therefrom. Of these, he here brings some proofs to light. He exerts himself
to show a priori the causes of that which has been found by experiments,
and seeks the ultimate proofs in the figure, size, weight, and interstices of
particles. He shows much penetration and no less zeal; but as to how far in
his theories he has found the truth, the editors leave this to the judgment of
others (Neue Zeit., February 12, 1722, p. 135).

John Friedrich Henckel57

Herr Swedenborg, the Assessor of Mines in Stockholm, has made a
laudable attempt, in a Prodromus, to discover and teach geometrically, and
also in accordance with hydrostatics, the nature of natural bodies; but such
conclusions seem to me to be as yet premature; on the other hand, it seems
first to be necessary not only to bring many experiments again to the proof
but also to make a great number of further experiments (Kiess-Hist., pp.
1006–7).

Note. Henckel was an outstanding chemist and mineralogist, and
served for many years as Councillor of Mines in Dresden. It was here
that he met Swedenborg in the summer of 1733. In a letter to
Swedenborg (then in Leipzig), dated September 21, 1733, Henckel
refers to this meeting when he says: “I rejoice at the honor of having
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made your acquaintance, and this the more, in that, in view of your
great merits, I have long desired this, as your compatriots who have
honored my district can testify. And you will infinitely oblige me if, in
accordance with the offer which you were so kind as to make me, you
would be so gracious as to assist me in some observations and subjects
of your country in relation to mineralogy; for I shall have great need of
them in the plan I entertain, of writing a mineralogical dictionary”
(Op. Quaed., 1, 322. Here the date of the letter is given as Sept. 21, 1732,
but internal evidence shows that it was written in 1733.).

Professor Peter Martin58

As touching the structure of particles of water, no physicist has yet
been able to show them actually. What has been put forth on this subject is
only a guess or hypothesis; for while one physicist takes them to be long
and smooth,59 another shows them as cubical and furnished with some
viscous matter, a third as hollow parabolas, a fourth as round. The latter
opinion is for the present the ruling one, and is received by the best
mathematicians such as, here in Sweden, Councillor of Commerce Polhem,
and Assessor Swedenborg. (Ytterl.Försök, pp. 11–12. Almost the same
statement is made by Dr. Martin, in some “Notes” of his which appear on
page 90.)

Daniel Tiselius

Professor Martin, in his disputation Concerning the Equilibrium of Bod-
ies, pages 10, 13–15, 17, has himself shown that the motion of water is
accomplished about the earth’s centre; and he calls it the motion and
conatus which waters exercise about the centre of the earth; conf. Assess.
Swedenb. On the Theory of Water, § 4, On the central motion of water
particles. It is well known also that water has a double motion or move-
ment; (I) an internal, which goes on in the particles themselves and is
caused by the subtle igneous materia which flows between these particles
(Asses. Swedenb. Theory of Water § 3 [On the nature and motion of water
particles], p. 12) ; (2) It is also well known, etc. (Ytterlig. Försök, p. 93).

Whence comes the equal and even pressure in the water itself, so that
it presses no harder downwards than upwards or to every side, if not from
the local motion of the particles? a motion which cannot exist without
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being a movement to all sides, upwards and downwards. And whence
comes the motion? if not from the fact that the one particle moves and
drives the other, as shown by Herr Assess. Swedenborg in his Principles of
Natural Things, Part 9 on the Theory of Water, § 6 On the pressure of water
particles, and § 5 On the local motion of water particles. According to the
theory, a theory which adds greater strength to my discourse on the
elasticity of water, that the water particles are trine, with a hard crustal
covering, and, within the centre or within the particle, a hollow or cavity,
as shown by Herr Assess. Swedenborg in § I of the work cited above,
nothing else can result but elasticity (as one sees in the case of three
marbles with which children play games, where the one marble drives the
other by hitting it) and a possibility of tension in the water (ibid., p. 97).

In pleasant weather the air lies over the quicksilver in the barometer
and it must yield and be driven to the upper part of the cylinder; all of
which is reconciled and explained in the Beskrifning. Confer Assess.
Swedenborg’s Principles of Natural Things, On the Theory of Water, p. 20 §
23 [Eng. trans., p. 25] (ibid., p. I 10).

Jullius Bernhard Von Rohr60

From natural magic, which in some measure accords with the search
for natural science, resulted for many years secret interchanges between
two trusty friends, speaking as the theologian philosophizing and the
philosopher theologizing; in these, that magic was dealt with from its
origin and from principles, and was shown to be a natural, necessary, and
permissible science.

Herr Swedenborg, Assessor of the Swedish College of Mines, printed
in Amsterdam in the year 1722, his Forerunner of the principles of natural
things, or of new attempts to explain experimental chemistry and physics geo-
metrically. From this point of view, he laid down theories of metals, salts
and elements; collected all the experiments made by Boyle, Hidrne,
Boerhaave, Lemery and others, and also his own; and inquired into the
principles thence resulting. He devoted himself to showing on fundamen-
tal grounds the causes of that which he had found by experiments, and he
sought his final arguments in the figure, magnitude, weight of particles,
and in the spaces between them (Phys. Bibl., pp. 46–47).
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XXIV
Iron and Fire. A New Stove

Nova Observata et Inventa. circa Ferrum et Ignem, et praecipue circa
naturam ignis Elementarem; una cum Nova Camini Inventione. Amstel,
1721; sm. 8vo., pp. 56.

Note. This work was published anonymously.

Acta Eruditorum

New Observations and Discoveries with respect to Iron and Fire, and espe-
cially with respect to the elementary nature of fire; together with a New
Invention of a Stove. Amsterdam, Joannem Oosterwyk, 1721. 8vo., 3 1/2
sheets; 3 copperplates.

The author of these observations and discoveries is the illustrious
Emanuel Swedenborg, Assessor in the College of Mines, Sweden, whose
Prodromus of the Principles of Natural Things we reviewed in our February
issue, p. 83.

Esteeming that the nature of fire can nowhere be so well learned as in
furnaces and ovens, he set up experiments in a large furnace used for the
smelting of iron ore. First he gives the construction of the furnace, and
delineates in engraved figures what cannot very clearly be set forth in
words.

When the work of smelting is to be commenced, this furnace is filled
from top to bottom with charcoal which will be lit from below. After this,
the furnace is closed on every side by iron plates which are placed upon it
for ten or twelve days. By these the fire is indeed put out, but yet, after ten
or twelve days, when the furnace is again opened, the charcoal, appearing
in its native blackness without a spark of fire, is found to have diminished
only one tenth in bulk, although, during the intervening time, the heat had
penetrated the wall of the furnace to the depth of a foot [§ 1].

In a quarter of an hour after the furnace has been opened, and merely
from contact with the air, an exceedingly volatile fire and flame breaks out,
which plays all around, as it were, on the surface of the charcoal without
any visible spark in the charcoal itself [§ 2].

When the furnace has been opened and filled up with charcoal, the ore
is first placed only in the middle. On the first day no more than five loads
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of ore are put in, on the second, seven, on the third, nine, on the fourth, ten,
on the fifth, eleven, and so on continuously until the fourteenth day, when
twenty loads are put in. On the second day, moreover, the ore is placed at
a little distance from the centre, on the third day, at a greater distance, until
on the sixth and eighth day it is placed up to the very walls. If the number
of loads of ore is increased too rapidly, the result is a loss in the smelting.
From this, the author concludes that the force of the fire increases from the
circumference to the centre in a parabolic ratio, that is, as the ordinates to
the axis; that in hard bodies likewise, it increases in a parabolic ratio; that
when it penetrates into hard bodies, it increases in the simple ratio of the
times and the distances [§ 3].

The amount of ore and of charcoal varies according to the varied
construction of the furnace. In the better furnaces, there may be an equal
weight of each. The author then gives the various signs whereby one can
distinguish whether more or less of ore or of charcoal is required, and also
tells what is worth noting in respect to the scoriae. He also describes the
bellows which are used in these furnaces, and likewise the smelting of the
iron [§§ 4–6].

Respecting the fire, he further notes that the fire which breaks out
underneath is of different colors according to the proportion between the
charcoal and the ore, being sometimes red, sometimes yellow, sometimes
greenish; that the flame which breaks out on top in a kind of spiral gyre,
gives out the sound of running water; that the greatest amount of fire is in
the middle of the furnace, where the ore melts first; that while the smelting
is going on, the walls of the furnace are as much damaged by a small
degree of heat as by a large; that the heat penetrates through the wall for
the first time, when the smelting is finished, and not before, even though
smelting be continued for two-thirds of a year; that the pieces of charcoal
which are enclosed by scoriae are not in the least consumed [§ 71].

The author tells of other particulars observed in regard to the furnace
itself, together with various experiments in regard to iron [§§ 8, 9].

Respecting the elementary nature of fire, he lays down fourteen rules
of which the following are examples: That fire is carried upwards; that
more heat escapes through the upper parts than through the lower; that
the escape of heat increases according to its altitude in the duplicate ratio
of the times; that heat exercises a pressure on the parts that are above it,
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like water on the parts below it; that ascending fire has the same sound as
descending water, etc. These rules are deduced by the author from the
observations that precede.

To the above theories he subjoins something of a practical nature, to
wit, the construction of a stove; and he is confident that in this stove no
more wood or charcoal will be consumed in eight or ten days than is
consumed in the stoves now in use in one or two days. He copies the form
of the furnaces in which iron is smelted (Act. Erud., April, 1722, pp. 225–
26).

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

The April number of Acta Eruditorum contains the following:

(8) Nova Observata et Inventa circa Ferrum et Ignem, et Praecipue circa
naturam ignis elementarem; una cum Nova Camini Inventione.
Amstelodam, 1721, 8vo., 3 1/2 sheets and 3 copperplates.

Believing that the nature of fire can nowhere be better investigated
than in a forge and smelting furnace, Herr Emanuel Swedenborg, Asses-
sor of the College of Mines in Sweden, set up his experiments in a large
furnace wherein iron is smelted. He describes the structure and shape of
this furnace, and represents it in a copperplate. He tells exactly how the
furnace is heated, and how the iron is smelted therein. He gives some
experiments on iron, and on the nature and character of fire; and shows
how to construct a stove wherein, in 8 or 10 days, one uses no more wood
than is used in other stoves in one or two days (Neue Zeit., April 23, 1722, p.
318).

Julius Bernard Von Rohr61

Above all, Herr Swedenborg’s New Observations and discoveries in re-
spect to Iron and Fire, and especially in respect to the elementary nature of
fire, must be put in this class [of works on the subject of fire] with high
laudation. This learned man has spared himself no trouble in diligently
collecting the experiments which have been made by others before him,
and also those which he has himself made (Phys. Bibl., 5. On Fire, p. 160).
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XXV
(1) On Finding the Longitude (2) A New Plan for Constructing

Docks and Moles (3) A Mode of Discovering the Powers
and Qualities of Ships

Note. The above works were published by Swedenborg anony-
mously in 1721, as a single volume with continuous paging. The title
of this volume refers only to the first work. The second is preceded by
a bastard title page, and the third has merely a chapter heading. For
the sake of convenience, we print the reviews of these works sepa-
rately.

(1) On Finding the Longitude

Methodus Nova inveniendi Longitudines locorum terra marique ope lunae.
Amstel., 1721; sm. 8vo., pp. 55.

Note. This work is a complete rewriting of the author’s earlier
work (n. XVII) on the same subject, which was published in Swedish
in 1718. This former work though “put forward for the examination of
the learned” was evidently intended for the instruction of a wider
circle of educated persons in Sweden; for not only was it written in
Swedish but it contained many definitions and explanations which
would be quite unnecessary for the learned. In the present Latin
publication which was written for the learned world of Europe, all this
is omitted, and the work consequently is only one half the size of its
predecessor.

For the fourth writing of the work on Longitude see n. XLIV.

Acta Eruditorum
A new method of finding the longitude of Places on land or at sea, by aid of the

moon. Amsterdam, Joannem Oosterwyk, 1721, 8vo. 3 1/2 sheets; 2 copper-
plates.62

The author of this Method is the same person as he whom we have just
now lauded,63 namely, the illustrious Emanuel Swedenborg, whose other
writings, as is their due, we have commended elsewhere.64
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As regards the present Method, the author premises that (1) the appar-
ent position of the moon can be obtained by an easy observation, or even
by mere sight; (2) its true position, by the solution of a single right angled
triangle, (3) and this without knowing the latitude. (4) The parallax is
obtained simply by observation of the altitude and the solution of a single
triangle. (5) The observation can be repeated four or six times every night,
and indeed oftener, (6) by the aid of the ordinary nautical instruments;
that (7) it has the appearance and advantages of an eclipse of the moon;
and, finally (8), ephemerides may easily be constructed for the facilitating
of the work of the observers [§ 4].

That the intelligent may be in a position to judge concerning this
Method, we have considered it well to transcribe it to these pages entire,
retaining, for the most part, the author’s own words: A time must be
awaited when the moon is seen in a straight line with two fixed stars of
known longitude [§ 5].

If the two stars (d) and (e) (Fig. 13 65) be of the same longitude but of
different latitudes, the sum or difference of those latitudes (d e) is their
distance; and when the longitude of the moon is observed to be the same
as that of the fixed stars, its apparent position is obtained from the catalog
of fixed stars. That this may be reduced to the true position, the parallax is
found either [1] by the altitude of the moon and the fixed stars; or [2] by
one distance and two altitudes; or [3] by one altitude and the observation

of one angle; or [4] by mere inspection of the obliquity of the stars. That is
to say:
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( 1 ) The altitudes of the moon and the fixed stars being given at (i , k
e, h d), we then have the complements (f e) and (f d). Hence, from the three
sides. (f e, e d, d f), is found the angle (d) and from this angle and the sides
(  f) and (f d), the sub-parallactic angle, as the author calls it (f  d). And
finally, in the parallactic triangle (a  b), from the angle ( ), the right
angle (b), and the parallax of altitude (a ), is found the parallax of
longitude (a b).

(2) From the observed distance (  d), and the altitudes (  i) and (d h),
we find in the triangle (f d ), the angle ( ), and from this again, in the
triangle (a  b), the parallax of longitude.

(3) Observing the altitude of the moon (i ) and the angle (f  d); from
this, as before, we again obtain, in the triangle (a  b) the parallax of
longitude (a b).

(4) If the stars (d) and, (e) be situated vertically, so that the circle of
altitude passes through the centers of both, then the moon will be in its
nonagesimal, and so will be without parallax in longitude. If the stars
decline to the right or left, as (b d), then not only can the obliquity be
observed by the naked eye, but the more they come into obliquity, the
greater will be the parallax, and the less, the smaller. If the stars fall to the
right, the parallax must be subtracted; if to the left, it must be added. In
this way, by simple inspection, the magnitude of the parallax is shown,
and about how much is to be subtracted or added [§ 6, n. 1 ] .

If the stars (a) and (e) differ in longitude as well as in latitude, then
from the known longitude and latitude of these stars, must be calculated
(1) their distance (a e, Fig. 1466); (2) their distance from the ecliptic (a d) and
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(d e); (3) the angle (  a m) and also the other angle (z d e). Having
ascertained these, the parallax of longitude is found either (1) by the
altitude of the moon and of the fixed stars; or, (a) more easily, by one
distance and two altitudes; or, (3) still more easily by one altitude and an
observation of one angle; or (4) yet more easily by simple inspection of the
obliquity of the stars. To wit:

(1) Given the altitudes (g , f e, and h a), then from the complements (l
e) and (l a) together with the distance (a e), is found the angle (l a e); from
the angle (l a e) of the complements (l a) and (l ), the angle (l  a); and
finally, from the angle (b y d), the angle (b d e) and the parallax of the
altitude (  b), the parallax of longitude (b d).

(2) Given, by observation in the triangle (l a ) the altitudes (a h) and
(  g) together with the distance (  a), we then have the angle (l  a); from
this, in the way shown above, is found the parallax of longitude (b d )67

(3) If the altitude of the moon (  g) and the subparallactic angle (l  a)
be observed by the Hevelian instrument, or by Riocioli’s,68 then, in the
triangle (b  d) is at once found, in the same way as before, the parallax of
longitude (b d).

(4) When the angle made by the intermediate arc between the stars (a
e) is known, and also the angle where it cuts the ecliptic at (d), then we
have the difference of that angle from a right angle. If this be then when
that pair of stars declines 30 degrees, the point (d) will be in the nonagesimal,
and the, moon will have no parallax of longitude; but the further it
declines from 30 degrees to the left or right, the greater will be the parallax.
This can be seen, in some measure, from the given angle; by mere inspec-
tion; it can also be seen whether the parallax is to be added or subtracted.

In this position of the stars, therefore, there is no need to know the
moon’s apparent position, but only the position of the point (d) in the
zodiac, which is obtained from the known latitude and longitude of the
stars. If 10 or 50 pairs were selected, an astronomer, by the labor of two
days, could provide us with the knowledge of the distance of the stars (a
e), of the distance from the ecliptic (a d), of the point and angle of section in
the ecliptic, etc. and with these given, there is no difficulty in ascertaining
the rest, without the tedious calculation of a parallax or latitude [§ 6, n. 2].

The illustrious author advises that if his method is to serve in practice,
the distances, and the above mentioned angles, of several pairs of stars
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visible in a moonlight night should be computed from the tables; and also
the arrival of the moon at the circles of such stars. These computations,
when adapted to the meridian of their own place, and compared with the
meridian of the observer, will give the difference of time, and, conse-
quently, the difference of longitudes in the path to east or west. He adds,
that ephemerides of this kind, constructed for whole years, would serve
the uses of navigators [§ 9].

He promises that in the near future, he himself will give some obser-
vations of longitudes, made according to this method; together with a
specimen. of an ephemerides for the use of observers; and also a mode of
investigating by this method the differences of longitudes without a knowl-
edge of the time [§ 10]. (Acta Erud., May, 1722, pp. 266–68.)

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

The May number of the Acta Eruditorum contains the following:
(7) Methodus nova inveniendi longitudines locorum terra marique, ope

Lunae. Amsterdam, 1722, 8vo, 8 sheets, 2 copper plates.69

This work likewise is by the above mentioned Herr Swedenborg.70 The
editors quote from its pages the author’s main discoveries (Neue Zeit., June
4, 1722, pp. 436–37).

Acta Literaria Sueciae

A friendly judgment concerning Herr Swedenborg’s Method of finding the
Longitude of Places by means of the Moon, by Conrad Quensel, Professor of
Mathematics in Lund.

The main thing is that this Method affords the easiest way of finding
the observed position of the moon reduced to the ecliptic.

But the question is one that concerns the moon’s true position, seen
from the center of the earth, reduced to the ecliptic. By this Method (if the
computor has good judgment), the parallactic angle can indeed be ob-
tained, but we do not thereby obtain the moon’s parallaxes, nor its true
position reduced to the ecliptic; first, because the parallaxes rest on a
certain elongation of the moon, which cannot be learned by a momentary
observation; and second, because even though the true parallax of the
moon’s longitude might be obtained in this way (which we just now
denied), nevertheless the difference between the moon’s true position and
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its observed position in the ecliptic, is not equal to the parallax of the
moon’s longitude, except in the nodes.

Omitting other features of the work, where something may be want-
ing both in the delineation and in the description of the figures and in the
arrangement of the triangles for the purpose of trigonometric calculation,
it must at least be pointed out that this Method seems to postulate that a
disregard of the minutes may be allowed both in the observation and in no
less degree in the calculation. This would result in greater ease in the
calculation, both because the moon’s parallaxes could be used according
to the middle elongation of the moon, and because the parallax of longi-
tude might be assumed as being equal to the difference: between the
moon’s observed and its true position in the ecliptic; and also because the
trigonometric proportions could be computed with the lest loss of time. If
navigators should be content with this they themselves will judge whether
a knowledge of the longitudes sufficient to meet their desires, is obtained
by this method. Beyond doubt, the day, even though cloudy, is better than
he mere darkness of night (Act. Lit. Suec., Jan.–Mar., 1722, p. 270).

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

The first trimestre of the Acta Literaria Sueciae contains the following :
(7) A friendly judgment concerning Herr Swedenborg’s, Method of ending

the Longitude of places by means of the moon. By Conrad Quensel, Professor of
Mathematics in Lund.

The author is of the opinion that the main thing in Herr Swedenborg’s
Method is merely that one can thereby find the moon’s observed position
reduced to the ecliptic. When, however, the question concerns the moon’s
true position which can be seen in the center of the earth, then, by this
Method one could indeed find the parallactic angle; but one would not
thereby learn either the true parallaxes of the moon or its true position
reduced to the ecliptic. Not to mention other points in Herr Swedenborg’s
treatises which might be criticized. He seems to presume that the minutes
may be omitted both in the calculation, and in the Observation. This
would considerably lighten the work of calculation, but as to whether
thereby mariners would be satisfied and the longitude be found, so far as
meets their need, this they can judge for themselves. Yet, it is perhaps
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better to know something rather than nothing at all (Neue Zeit., March 11,
1723, p. 183).

(2) A New Plan for Constructing Docks and Moles

Artificio Nova Mechanica Receptacula Navalia et Aggeres Aquaicos
Construendi.

Acta Eruditorium

To the above mentioned treatise,71 the illustrious author subjoins some
new mechanical devices for the construction of docks and moles.

First he describes a new construction of a dock for the repair of vessels
in ports which shall be immune from all storms, in emulation of those
which are built in England and other places, where tidal ebb and flow are
found. In 1718, by order of King Charles XII of Sweden, this work, which
had already been attempted in Denmark though without success, was
attacked by Christopher Polhem, the famous architect, who used as his
collaborators Scheldon the naval architect, and Swedenborg, who now
gives a description of the work.

After this comes a new construction of a dam or mole designed to hold
back floods and torrents. This construction incorporates a new device
whereby the greater, the higher, and the more vehement the rush of water,
the more firm  and steadfast stands the dam. At the same time, the con-
struction will cost less, and will endure for a longer time. This kind of dam
was invented by the renowned architect, Christopher Polhem, of whom
we just now made commendatory mention. By command of the King and
with the assistance of the author of the present treatise, it was built eight
years ago, in a river, thirty feet deep and 100 to 120 feet wide, in the
neighborhood of Lyckeby not far from the city of Carls-Crone. We here
present in the author’s own words the complete description of so useful a
work.72 He says:

(1) The dam is constructed of planks alone; but underneath them are
beams, on which the plank section rests and whereby it is supported. (2)
Its foot or foundation is a stone wall rising no higher from the bottom than
suffices to form a horizontal plane as compared with the obliquity of the
bottom. On this wall, the wooden dam is then constructed. (3) The beams
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and timbers on which the oblique plank section rests, and by which it is
supported are set at a distance of four or five feet apart. Some of these
beams are perpendicular others horizontal, and others again oblique, so
that three beams together form a triangle, of which the one side or the
perpendicular is one half the horizontal side or base. Such triangles are
constructed at a distance of four or five feet apart. (4) On these is set a layer
of planks, the planks being joined together as exactly as possible. ( 5 ) The
slant of this layer should be about 3.5 feet. (6) At the top also there is a
horizontal plane.

The dam, therefore, is constructed simply of some triangles set apart
from each other to the distance of four or five feet, which serve for
supports, and the bases of which are twice as long as their perpendiculars;
and of a layer of planks above them, against which the water presses, and
over which it falls down headlong in a high and rapid torrent (Acta Erud.;
May, 1722, p. 269).

(3) A Mode of Discovering the Powers and Qualities of Ships

Modus Mechanice explorandi Virtutes et Qualitates diversi generis et
constructionis Navigorum.

Acta Eruditorium

The illustrious author then exhibits a mode of discovering mechani-
cally the powers and qualities of ships of different sorts and construction,
in respect to (1) speed; (2) the load which they carry; (3 ) the position of the
masts; (4) the sails; (5) the winds; (6) the ebb and flow of the tide in river
beds.

The author’s method serves only in the case of those material ideas of
navigators which he calls, ship’s models. To wit:

(A B ) ( Fig. 15 ) is a trough, 6 or 8 ells long with a depth of 1 or 2 feet,
and a breadth of 1 ell. To this is fastened a curved post with a pulley (h) so
made that it can be raised to (m), or depressed to (n) as required by the
work. Over the pulley (h) passes a cord with the weight (i). When the
speed of the ship is to be examined, this cord is attached, at its other
extremity, to (e), being the top of the mast; or, when the power of one sail is
to be compared with that of another, it is attached successively to (e), (k),
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(c), (d); or also, when the position of the masts is to be inquired into, to (g)
or (f). The different powers of winds are represented by the varying of the
weight (i) (Acta Erud., May, 1722, p. 270).

XXVI
Miscellaneous Observations Parts I-III

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

Leipzig. Herr Emanuel Swedenborg; Assessor of the Royal College of
Mines in Sweden, has had a work printed in this city under the title:
Miscellanea Observata circa res naturales, et praesertim circa Mineralia, Ignem et
Montium strata. Part I, Lipsiae, 1722, 8vo, 1722, 8vo, 11 sheets and two
sheets of copperplates73.

The observations contained in this Part have the following titles 1.
Respecting the diversity of mountains in Sweden, and an inquiry as to
their origin. 2. On the petrified plants found at Liege. 3. On the strata of
shells found at Aix-la-Chapelle. 4. Respecting inclined strata and the
causes of their obliquity.74 6. On the causes of varieties in strata. 7. Respect-
ing stony marl, commonly called margenstein. 9. On the circular crusts
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found in certain stones; and on mountain nuclei. 10. On the primeval
matter of the earth, with reasons conjecturing that it was water. 11. An
observation respecting the subsidence of the seas toward the north. 12.
Observations and experiments on the origin of hot springs and on their
heat and their salt.

The second Part contains the following articles: 1. Respecting vitrifica-
tion and on the particles which pass over into glass. 2. Respecting the
softening of hard bodies, and on the origin of aetites, belemnites, etc. 3. On
the flow of liquids, such as water and fire, into hard bodies. 4. Respecting
cooling, or the escape of fire from hard bodies. 5. On the more fitting
construction of the stoves used in Sweden. 6. A new construction of a
fireplace. 7. Respecting wind or draft furnaces. 8. Respecting the cause of
smoke in rooms. 9. A new contrivance of an air-pump acting by means of
mercury. 10. On the boiling of salt from seawater, on certain of the Swed-
ish coasts. 11. An Archimedean glass or an instrument for ascertaining the
mixtures of metals mechanically and without calculation. 12. Some rea-
sons with regard to the impossibility of transmuting metals, etc., espe-
cially into gold. 13. On the readier circulation of blood through the least
ramifications of the arteries than through the trunks.

In the third Part may be found the following observations: 1. On a new
germination of pure water when converted into ice. 2. An hypothesis
concerning the figures and different magnitudes of elementary particles.
3. On the immense power and the motion of bullular particles, and espe-
cially of smaller particles. 4. On the undulation and tremulation of bullular
particles by way of hypothesis. 5. On the figure of the particles of fire and
air by way of hypothesis. 6. Respecting the subtle matter which flows
between the particles of water. 7. On the mechanism of bullular particles.
8. On the centripetency of heavy bodies in elements consisting of bullular
particles. 9. Respecting the notion as to a central fire. 10. An explication
respecting phosphorus and the ignis fatuus, according to the bullular
hypothesis. 11. On the increase and degrees of heat in bodies, according to
the bullular hypothesis.

The book may be purchased here in Leipzig at the Grossischen Erben
(Neue Zeit.; April 16, 1722, pp. 297–99).
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Acta Literaria Sueciae75

Moreover, at Leipzig, the same author has lately published Miscella-
neous Observations on Natural Things, and especially on Minerals, Fire, and the
Strata o f Mountains. 3 Parts; pp. 173 ; 4 copperplates; 8vo. This work,
however, has not yet come to our hands (Act. Lit. Suec., Apr.–June, 1722, p.
302).

Acta Eruditorum

Miscellaneous Observations respecting natural things, and especially re-
specting minerals, fire, and the strata in mountains. By Emanuel
Swedenborg, Assessor of the College of Mines in Sweden. Leipzig, 1722, in
8vo. 11 sheets, 4 copperplates.

Since the illustrious author has designed further to promote the knowl-
edge of natural things, and to pass it on for the uses of human life,
unstinted praise must be given to a work wherein he gathers together
observations and experiments, for in these alone lies hope for the growth
of knowledge; a growth, to which hypotheses, whether pleasing or con-
structed with overhastiness, present only obstructions. The Miscellaneous
Observations which he now gives to the public are arranged into three
Parts.

Those contained in the first Part treat of the diversity of mountains in
Sweden; of the petrified plants found at Liege; of the strata of shells found
at Aix-la-Chapelle; of those hard strata which consist of ordinary granite;
of inclined strata; of the separation, order, and diversity of strata; of stony
marl commonly called margenstein; of the circular crusts found in certain
rocks, and of mountain nuclei; of the subsidence of the seas toward the
north; of the origin, heat, and saltness of hot springs.

Nor does the author act merely as an observer. In addition to this, he
also discusses the origin of the mountains in Sweden; the rise of those
strata which consist of granite; the causes of the obliquity of strata; the
causes of the varieties in strata; the primeval matter of the earth, which he
conjectures to have been water; besides other subjects of argument.

He asserts that there are mountains in Sweden which are made up of
different layers of clays, sands, scissile stones, and stones of many other
kinds; and that they run out to a length of from three to ten miles, and have
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a breadth of from a quarter to a half mile. Many of them have their ridges
stretching from north to south and, for the most part, have sloping sides,
though those which consist of sand are less sloping than those consisting
of large rocks. From this he concludes that the origin of these mountains
must be sought in inundations.

In this first Part of the work we come across many things worthy of
notice, but the length of time that would be required to review them,
prevents them mention here.

In Part II we find observations on vitrification and the particles that
pass over into glass; on the softening of hard bodies and the origin of
aetites, belemnites, etc.; on the flow of liquids, such as water and fire, into
hard bodies; on the cooling of hard bodies; on the more fitting construc-
tion of the stoves used in Sweden; on wind or draft furnaces; on the causes
of smoke in rooms; on the boiling of salt from sea water on certain of the
Swedish coasts; on the readier circulation of the blood through the least
ramifications of the arteries than through their trunks.

Here and there, in this Part, the author introduces other observations
that are not devoid of use. He shows a new construction of a stove which
gives more heat than the stoves now in use; a new construction of an air
pump acting by means of mercury; a method of ascertaining the indi-
vidual weights of mixed metals, from the weight of the mass, previously
ascertained in water and in air; a glass, called by the author the Archimedean
glass, being an instrument for ascertaining the proportions in alloyed
metals, mechanically and without any calculation; certain reasons show-
ing the impossibility of, transmuting metals, especially into gold.

As a specimen of these Observations, we may mention specifically
those which are of greater usefulness, especially in daily life.

In the construction of stoves, the author recommends the following
rules: (1 ) The stoves should look toward the center of the room, in order
namely, that the rays from the middle of the fireplace may tend to that
center. (2) Most of all, a smaller depth in the fireplace is to be recom-
mended. This rule applies to Sweden where the wood is set up perpen-
dicularly; for with us, and in other countries, where the wood is laid
parallel to the fireplace, the latter has no depth. (3) Stoves are more useful
in proportion as they can be made wider in front, and (4) are constructed
to a greater height.
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The description of the stove itself is given in the following words: (1) D
(Fig. 1076) is the fireplace, made either round or square, but constructed
according to the rules given above. (2) The stove is constructed of brick. (3)
On the inside, the wall is concave; and, (4) there must be a small opening at
(b) about two thirds of a foot wide, leading into the inner cavity. (5) The
latter has three or four horizontal or perpendicular divisions, as (h i), (l k),
etc., where the cavity is distinguished by a partition, as it were, made by
the projection of a single brick, whereby the heat, and likewise the smoke,
on its upward way to the chimney, is enabled to circulate from (b) to (i)
and then onward to (k). (6) If you wish to continue this cavity further on, to
(m), (n) or (p), (q), the result would be a better structure. (7) If you wish
also to make at (e) an opening leading from the outer air, a draft would
then be set up. But, in Sweden it is the custom to close the stove up, when
the fire has been extinguished.

The author considers that the best remedy for avoiding smoke is by
making an opening near S,77 in their same horizontal line; but in such way
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that the opening shall lead to the inner parts of the stove. This opening
should communicate by a tube with some place where the outer air is met
with; and when the fire is extinguished, it must be closed by means of a
small plate.

The following shows the construction of an air pump (Fig. 1178 ). (A) is
the brass disk such as is used in ordinary air pumps. (B) is the glass
receiver; (c) and (d) are two openings furnished with valves; by the first of
these openings the air passes out of the receiver, and by the second, it is let
off into the outer atmosphere. To the disk is attached a conical iron vessel
(E) of such breadth as to include the two openings (c) and (d). The tube (f)
is made of leather, and the somewhat small tube (gg), of iron. Mercury is
admitted through the opening (m) until it fills the leather tube (f) and some
part of the conical vessel E. If the small tube (gg) is raised, the mercury
ascending through the opening in the vessel (E) forces the air to pass out
through the opening (d). If again the small tube (g) is depressed below the
level of 28 inches, the mercury in the vessel (E) is lowered, and the air from
the receiver, rushing in through the opening (c), will take its place. At (z)
there is likewise an orifice, whereby, when it is opened by a screw, the air
is again admitted into the receiver (E).
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The inventor states [1] that the lower the tube (f) is depressed, the
more is the air attracted. (2) When the air has been pumped out, it is
necessary that the tube be lowered below 28 inches. (3) At the end, the tube
must be raised up all the way to (d), which is indicated by the escape of a
few drops of mercury through (d). (4.) In exhausting the air, care must be
taken that the mercury does not sink below the iron cone E, leaving an
empty space in the leather tube (f), lest the leather be compressed, and
further exhaustion impeded.

The following is the construction of the Archimedean glass: A (Fig. 12)
is a capacious glass which is continuous with a tube (A M), of equal
diameter throughout. Fill the cavity (A) with water or wine or some other
colored liquid, as far as (P P). Introduce four half ounces of any metal, for

example, tin, and note how far the water rises in the tube (A M). Suppose,
for example, it stops at (k); divide the altitude (p k) into four equal parts (k
i), (i h), (h g), (g p), each of which will correspond to a half ounce. Do the
same with some other metal, for example, use four half ounces of copper.
To each of these half ounces will be found to correspond the equal portions
(p a), (a b), (b c), (c d). Connect the points of these divisions by the
transverse lines (k d), (k c), (h b), (g a). By drawing parallel lines, divide (f
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g) into four equal parts, (r h) into eight, (h i) into twelve, and the upper
portion, from (d) to (k), into sixteen. The glass is now ready for use.

Its use comes in when you wish to examine how much of copper and
how much of tin is contained in an alloy of the two metals. Having filled
the cavity (A) with some liquid, find the weight of the alloy in air, which,
let us say, is two half ounces. [After introducing the alloy], the liquid will
then enter through the tube (A M) and, note must be made as to which of
the divisions between (r) and (h) it rises to. If the metal were pure copper,
the liquid would rise all the way to (r); if pure tin, it would rise to (h). Being
an alloy, however, it rises to (z).79 According to the number of lines above
(z), such will be the number of drachms of copper contained in the alloy;
and according to the number below, such the number of drachms of tin. In
the present case it is three drachms of copper and five of tin.

In the third Part are set forth Observations on a new germination of
pure water when converted into ice; on the immense power, and the
motion of bullae, especially of the smaller bullae; on the subtle matter
which flows between the particles of water; and respecting the notion of a
central fire. Hypotheses are set up concerning the figures and different
magnitudes of elementary particles; the undulation and tremulation of
bullular particles, such as the author supposes elementary particles to be;
the figure of the particles of fire and air; the mechanism of bullular
particles; the centripetency of heavy bodies in elements consisting of
bullular particles; the cause of phosphorescence and of the ignis fatuus;
and the increase and degrees of heat in bodies, the last two being ex-
plained according to the bullular hypothesis.

All that is said in this Part tends to the establishing of an hypothesis in
which elements are represented as consisting of bullae, an hypothesis
which the author favors, as is already clear from his Prodromus of  the
Principles of  Natural Things of  which we spoke last February (Act. Erud.,
May, 1722; pp. 262–67).

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

The May number of the Acta Eruditorum contains the following: . . .
(6) Emanuelis Swedenborgii, Assessoris College Metallici in

Suecia, Miscellanea Observata circa res naturales et praesertim circa, mineralia;
ignem et montium strata.
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As the author wishes to enlarge our knowledge of nature, and accom-
modate it to the uses of human life, he is doing something praiseworthy, in
assembling observations and experiments, by which alone this knowledge
can be increased, and which check hypotheses set up groundlessly or from
overhaste (Neue Zeit., June 4, 1722, p. 436).

Histoire Der Gelehrsamkeit Unserer Zeitung80

Emanuelis Swedenborgii, Assessor. Coll. Metall. in Suecia, Miscellanea
Observata circa res naturales, et praesertim circa mineralia, ignem, et montium
strata. Partes III. Lipsiae, 1722, 8vo; 11 sheets, and 2 sheets copperplates.

The author has devoted himself from his. youth to the investigation of
nature and the mechanical arts; and since he has had no want, either of
mental endowments or of good fortune, and also has held in his fatherland
an office in which he is never lacking an opportunity both of using his
sciences and also of making himself ever more perfect therein, the learned
world has undoubtedly a not unreasonable cause to expect something
special from his pen.

Last year he made a journey outside Sweden, passing some time both
in Holland and in Germany; and, after the manner of many other learned
men who in this matter have been his predecessors, in some places where
he visited, he has given out and brought to the press at his own expense
certain small writings as lasting tokens of his journey. The first treatise,
which saw the light in Amsterdam without the author’s name, contained
some preliminary attempts to explain chemistry and experimental physics
in a geometrical way. In two other treatises which were printed in the
same place and in the same way, one finds various scientific articles and
inventions relating to iron, fire, stoves, ships, dams, and moreespecially to
the world-renowned geographical longitude of places by land and on
water, which he thinks he has obtained very easily and completely by
means of the moon.

The present small work, which we intend specially to deal with, he
gave to the press in our city of Leipzig when he was staying here a short
time ago, and for the most part incognito.81 And since, during his absence,
no scant number of misprints crept into his book, he has it in mind to
furnish us a new edition at the earliest moment, and to withdraw the old
as far as possible.82
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For our part, we have read this book through with no little eagerness
in the pertain hope that we would find therein much that was excellent
and uncommon. Moreover, the misprints could so much the less lead us
astray, in that we had the opportunity of using a copy of the work
corrected by Swedenborg’s own hand. We, must confess, however, that
despite this we found much that surprised us, and this not without reason.
The author does not seem to be of the same opinion as those who are wont
to say that above all it is necessary, and, for the learned, most highly
fitting, to use a pure, elegant, and clear diction. Still, when the weight and
fineness of the subject matter is a compensation for imperfection in this
respect, this can readily be held to the author’s credit. Yet the more one
begins to see into his sentences and the singular elaboration and connec-
tion of his thoughts, the harder and more impossible it is to be of one mind
with him; at least, in our view much is either incomprehensible or is to be
understood in an entirely different way.

The historical remarks concerning various natural things in Sweden,
especially concerning minerals and the interior nature and constitution of
the mountains, their different situations; and their strata of stones, sands,
clays, petrified shells, and other things of which the mountains consist;
likewise, concerning the North Sea, the water whereof has so greatly fallen
during a hundred years that the ground has become dry for some miles
distant, and many places which formerly lay by the sea and had good
harbors are now found at a distance from the sea of three or four thousand
paces—these and other observations of a similar character contain many
different statements which are not to be cast aside; but one finds also much
that is of no special interest and that is not unknown.

The mathematical principles and doctrines which the author, here and
there, labors to bring out, sufficiently indicate that he has certainly studied
mathematics; but it seems as though in this he has held it to be unneces-
sary to search very closely into the real nature, limitation and object of the
above mentioned theorems; and at other times he seems to be all too
cautious in the use of them. So in like manner he does not seem to desire to
have the reputation of being very expert in the mysteries of higher geom-
etry, and of having lavished his time in subtle discoveries, or to speak after
another manner, in the overflowing, fancies of the newer mathematicians.
Finally, as regards the doctrines which concern natural philosophy prop-
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erly so called, and in which, in an entirely new way, he endeavors princi-
pally to investigate the origin, nature, force and distinction of the elements
in this he might perhaps for the most part be opposed. Indeed, the author
reminds us in more than ten different places,83 that he does not venture to
give out these doctrines and hypotheses of his as certainties, but desires
only that meanwhile one should take them as speculations, and should
afterwards see whether experience and other tests confirm them or over-
turn them. But one easily sees how much. these apologies amount to. From
the marvelous and ever active powers of the imagination, both ancient and
modern philosophers have already hatched out so many sorts of elements
and have played such divers comedies with them, that it is not likely that
an enthusiast will be able to complain of any lack of them; and since the
author seems to be a very special admirer of Herr Newton,84 it cannot be
unknown to him how little value this great mathematician and physicist
was wont to set on all concocted theories of physics, grounded only in the
imagination of their discoverer. Certainly, one cannot possibly take seri-
ous pleasure in trifles of this sort, when one reflects how many weighty
and highly useful truths have hitherto been discovered, and also are still
possible of discovery in the future, by clever and searching heads, with the
help of clear experiments, careful investigations and well applied math-
ematical principles, as being the true, the only, and the perfect foundations
of natural philosophy. Until this source is exhausted, it is hardly permis-
sible for a natural philosopher to seek other sources in his own brain.

As compared with most other theories, Herr Swedenborg’s elements
and his physical principles have a special distinction of their own. For
while one can very easily comprehend the others, at least in his imagina-
tion, and can visualize them as something actual and true, this will by no
means be the case with Swedenborg’s elements, no matter how much one
may meanwhile labor in accordance with his own desire, to assume merely
in a vague way, and in the imagination alone, that which not even he
himself yet ventures to give out as certain.85

The first Observation of the first Part of this work deals with the
diversities of the mountains in Sweden and with the probable origin of the
same. The author holds with those who consider that the universal Noachic
flood is the immediate cause either of all mountains or of the greater part.
And since he found among the Swedish mountains many which seem to
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consist of immense hard stones heaped together, and likewise of frag-
ments of great rocks, therefore he labors to prove that at the time of the
flood the power of the waters was well able to have piled these fragments
of rock one on the other, which formerly were scattered about and sown,
as it were, here and there on flat lands and at the bottom of the sea. For, in
his opinion, the water acted upon these great stones almost as air acts
upon little grains of sand; and, in like manner as the wind or air, when
greatly moved, is wont to drove the sand scattered here and there, and to
pile it up, so, he thinks, it may have been that, at the time of the flood, the
ragging of the universal ocean possessed the power and the pressure to lift
up the above mentioned fragments of rock, to drive them forward, and to
pile up great mountains of them. That one may the less bring this into
doubt, the author seeks to introduce a theorem of hydrostatics, and by its
help, to give satisfactory proof of the correctness of his theory. Water
presses down in proportion to its height; and since at the time of the flood,
the water stood very high, therefore, the lower water must necessarily
have received from the great and unusual pressure of the upper, an
extraordinary force. Thus by virtue of its own powerful movement and of
the pressure just spoken of, it could well push forward and pile up the
greatest stones and fragments of rock which, like other heavy bodies are
much lighter at the bottom of the water, than in the open air.

Such is the conclusion reached by Herr Swedenborg; but, it is wholly
and altogether opposed to the end and object of hydrostatic principles.
The force which arises simply from pressure has not the least similarity
with the force which arises from motions that have an entirely different
origin. Moreover, to take an example; a cubic foot of the deepest water of
the ocean has no greater push than a cubic foot of the water at the top,
provided one assumes that both waters move with the same velocity. It is
true that it is different in the case of air and other fluid things which have a
like elasticity; and that a cubic foot of the lower air in the open has more
force than a cubic foot of the upper air when the same velocity pertains to
both. But this arises from the fact that air is elastic; I mean to say, because
its parts permit of being pressed together, so that a cubic foot of lower air is
much denser than a cubic foot of upper air, and by that very fact contains a
larger number of air particles. In respect. to water, however, it is well
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known that its particles do not allow of being pressed together in the least
noticeable degree. Moreover, a cubic foot of the deepest water contains no
greater number of water particles than a cubic foot of surface water; and
consequently, the latter, when moving at the same velocity can have no
greater power than the former. In this respect, the pressure of the upper
water gives not the least assistance; and, just as this pressure makes one
with the quiet and equilibrium of the water particles, so it is easy to
conclude that in a state of inquietude and wholly different motion, from
whatsoever cause arising, and consequently also in the force arising there-
from, these particles have not the least influence.

Still other considerations might be brought up in this connection, but
we do not wish to dwell on the matter any longer. Moreover, we find
ourselves under the necessity of passing over in silence all the remaining
Observations which are brought forward in these 3 Parts, in that it is our
special intention to deal in still greater detail with the author’s physical
principles, and his entirely new hypotheses.

On page 13286 he commences to elucidate his conjectures respecting
the elements, and also their figures and different magnitudes. For the
knowledge of all things, he says, one must assume it as certain (1) That
nature everywhere works by the simplest and easiest way. (2) That the
beginnings of nature and of geometry are one and the same, and consist
partly in points and partly in motion. (3) That the different elements, such
as air, fire, light, can be together and unhindered in one place; and lastly
(4) That the endeavor to search into nature is the highest necessity.87

After this he makes further advance: Let us assume that air, ether,
light and other elements consist of nothing but bubbles88 which differ from
each other only in magnitude; in such wise, for example, that the diameter
of an air bubble is to the diameter of an ether bubble as 1 to 30, and the
diameter of an ether bubble to the diameter of a light bubble as 1–30, and
so forth. Not only is this matter very easy and simple, according to Herr
Swedenborgs opinion, but it is also in entire agreement with the first two
of the propositions set forth above, and lacks nothing more than to be
established by experience and research.

The simplicity is shown by the fact that the figure of a bubble is the
most simple figure that one can imagine;89we shall say nothing against this
for the present.
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The harmony existing between geometry and physics is demonstrated
thus: A geometrical line consists of an endless number of points set side by
side; a plane; of endless lines standing next to each other; and a body, of an
endless number of planes one above the other. In this way, one can
imagine that in the beginning of all things the bubble-shaped elements of
nature sprang up from mere mathematical; points and from. the motion
arising therefrom. Against this it might be objected that motion could find
no place in mere mathematical points; but to this the author is at once
ready with his answer: We will none the less assume a motion (he says),
and this of the simplest kind, being a vortical motion around a central
point; for no motion can arise until the points in their circling motion have
formed a surface. Consequently, when I assume a motion, I assume also, at
the very least, a coherent plane which suffers itself to be governed by the
motion; from this must necessarily arise a bubble90.

We are unfortunate in being entirely unable to comprehend this very
singular piece of deduction. This much, however, we know, namely, that
there is no line consisting of points, no plane consisting of lines, and no
body consisting of planes. It is indeed known from Cavallerius91 that the
latter was accustomed to call the endless small parts of a line, points; the
endless small parts of a plane, lines; and the endless small parts of a body,
planes. But since these names are entirely opposed to general usage in
mathematical terminology, and so may easily give occasion to divers
errors, modern mathematicians have not followed Cavallerius in this
respect; but are accustomed to make a clear distinction between the end-
less small parts or elements of a line, and mathematical points which are
not parts but merely signs of the beginning or end of a line; likewise
between the endless small elements of a plane, and mathematical lines,
which again are no parts of such a plane; and between the endless small
elements of a body, and mathematical planes. A mathematical point is an
indivisible sign existing in the imagination alone. When one says that the
motion of a point describes a line, this again is a line existing merely in the
imagination. And when one further teaches that the motion of a math-
ematical line describes a plane, and that the motion of a plane describes a
body, this is done with no other end in view than to present in the
completest way, the extension and entire figure of an imaginary plane or
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body, and thus, in regarding their mathematical figure, to take away from
the imperfection of bodies actually found in nature.

Meanwhile, an exact physicist or mathematician will not readily say
that mathematical bodies—I say nothing of physical bodies—are actually
made up of points, lines, and planes, as these are described by mathemati-
cians; and in all fairness we are led to wonder how the author has come to
be of this extraordinary and incomprehensible opinion.

Furthermore, we must also reflect as to how he shows, from the nature
of his bubble-shaped elements, that many of them are found in the same
place and can move through each other without hindrance. But how easy
it is to conjecture that he will here appeal to the ratios between their
magnitudes, of which we have already spoken, as being the condition by
virtue of which the ether bubbles must have plenty of room between the
air bubbles, and in the same way the light bubbles between the ether
bubbles. Of this also we shall not make much scruple, and shall merely
consider in a few words the singular nature of the Swedenborgian air
particles.

As already stated, these are little bubbles; but their outmost shells are
constituted of pure fire particles.92 According to the author’s imagination,
these fire particles are not bubble-shaped but round, hard, and propor-
tionately small. This is the reason why, in our sublunary world, no fire can
exist without air. Where there is fire, thither flow ever more and more fire
particles for which purpose they meanwhile free themselves from the air
bubbles, until, finally, the fire is extinguished; and the little fire particles,
one by one, again take their places around the air bubble. From the fact
that such is the nature of air, comes also the fact that it is rarer and colder
on high then near the earth. For near the earth these air bubbles are
constantly pressed by an innumerable multitude of other air bubbles, and
therefore it can be no otherwise than that they must be smaller and denser
than the upper air bubbles, and must have a much stronger fireshell.93

It might well be that one will perhaps ask, How does all this harmo-
nize with Herr Swedenborg’s theory concerning the origin of the elements
which has been cited above? How, according to this theory, do the hard
and non bubble-formed fire-pellets arise from the mathematical points?
and after what manner and in what way are the air bubbles encompassed
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and likewise garnished with brilliant little fire balls? Whether the math-
ematical points and the little fire-pellets will eventually come to be one
and the same? or whether still another mystery will be concealed herein?
But since it is by no means our object to answer the objections which might
be made against Herr Swedenborg’s principles, there is nothing left for us
but to refer the eager and inquiring reader who desires to be more accu-
rately informed concerning these new hypotheses, to the Herr Originator
and Discoverer himself (Hist. der Gelehr. [April], 1722, pp. 315–27).

Neue Zeitungen Von Gelehrten Sachen

Leipzig. The fourth number of the Histone der. Gelehrsamkeit contains
the following:

(3) Emanuel. Swedenborgii, Miscellanea Observata circa res naturales.
The author gave this little work to the press a short time ago when he

was in Leipzig; but since, during his absence, there have crept in a not
inconsiderable number of misprints, therefore, at the earliest opportunity
he will put out a new edition and as far as possible will suppress the one
now  before us. The Editors have used a copy which the author has
corrected with his own hand, but despite this they have found many
things therein which, not without reason, have surprised them. That the
author lacks a pure, elegant, and clear style of writing, they can readily
overlook; but his thoughts are so badly assembled that one finds it impos-
sible to grasp them or to give them approbation. The historical observa-
tions, however, are the best, though they are not all new. In the use of
mathematical themes, he has not been overcareful, and it would seem that
he has no desire to possess the reputation of being well versed in the
higher branches of geometry. Above all, however, he seems certainly open
to admonition in respect to his novel opinions concerning the origin,
nature, power, and distinctions of the elements. The Editors then show
that most of the author’s errors are due to the fact that. he has formed for
himself an entirely false concept of mathematical points, making them like
the first elements; and, moreover, that his other positions are not in
harmony with each other. They also make out that his hydrostatic proofs,
showing how a flood could carry off the heaviest rocks, are entirely
opposed to the fundamental principles of hydrostatics (Neue Zeit., August
1, 1722, p. 616).
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Note. Either Swedenborg himself, or Eric Benzelius, had heard,
possibly from the pages of the Neue Zeitungen von Gelehrten Sachen, of
the severe criticisms here summarized, before they had seen the jour-
nal which contained the criticisms themselves. At any rate, there was
some correspondence between them on the subject; for on December
11, 1722, Benzelius wrote to his brother-in-law “I greatly wish that
your Histone der Gelehrsamkeit would arrive, that one might get to look
at her in the eyes, since she herself is willing to go with a mask before
her face, and so [be] suspected.” (Op. Quaed. I, 311). Swedenborg,
however, had already written an article in defense of his thesis that a
flood could move heavy rocks. This was submitted to the Upsala
Society of Sciences on November 9, 1722, in whose Minutes it is
described as “serving as an answer” to the Histone der Gelehrsamkeit
(Hyde, Bibliog. n. 205 ). It was printed in the fourth Trimestre of the
Acta Literaria Sueciae for 1722, under the title Exposition of an Hydro-
static Law; see n. XXXIII. But the printing must have been done late in
December, for the article ends with a question which was patently
added after December 11. It reads: “There has lately come to hand a
journal published in Leipzig, and called Histone der Gelehrsamkeit,
which is written by anonymous persons who have sharpened their
quill against our Miscellaneous Observations; and particularly against
its printers’ errors; against the aforementioned hydrostatic law; and
against our sentiments respecting mathematical points of which latter,
God willing, we shall speak elsewhere. But in their Preface, these
persons speak of themselves in the following fashion: That they are
anonymous collectors; that they have no director; no head; no law as
among themselves; and that each one is unknown to the other; and
that yet, and without the aid of inspiration, as they themselves say,
they every year bring forth an offspring or journal with the name
designated above. Who these persons are, or what their quality, does
not concern us. But seeing that they are anonymous, without a leader,
and without law, to the end that they may safely lie in ambush for the
passing traveler, they must pardon us that we consider it neither
decorous nor wise ever to provoke them to any combat” (Act. Lit.
Suec.; Oct.–Dec., 1722, p. 356).
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By the time this answer was read in Leipzig, the Historic der
Gelehrsamkeit had ceased to appear, the sixth issue having appeared in
December, 1722, and the seventh and last not appearing until June,
1724. But the reviewer, on whom Swedenborg’s answer reflected,
issued a reply through the pages of the Neue Zeitungen von Gelehrten
Sachen, in connection with a review of Swedenborg’s Hydrostatic Law,
which he wrote for that journal. See n. XXXIII.

(To be continued)

ENDNOTES

46. That is, Miscellaneous Observations. The date is also an error; it should be 1722.

47. The Acta Eruditorum and its continuation the Nova Acta Eruditorum was published
in Leipzig from 1686–1776, during all which years it maintained the reputation of being the
leading learned journal in Europe. Its contents consisted of reviews and occasional short
original articles. Being written in Latin, its subscribers included the learned of all countries, and
a review in its pages meant an introduction to the whole learned world.

48. In the original work, the Preface or Address to the Reader is followed by eight
unnumbered pages on “The First Generation of Salts, etc., in the primeval ocean; and briefly
on the depth of that Ocean,” which treat, though in another connection, with the same subject
as is dealt with in the letter to A. Melle. The fact that in the reviews that follow no mention is
made of this chapter, indicates that it was not included in the first issues of the Chemistry that
were sent out, but was added later.

49. In his English translation, Mr. Strutt has corrected this to read, “88 to 59.”

50.Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “44 to 19.”

51. Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “352 to 89.”

52. Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “352 to 131 or nearly 8 to 3.”

53. Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “fluid triangular pyramidal position.”

54. A misprint for 2328. The ratio is corrected by Mr. Strutt to read “99 to 97.”

55. Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “11 to 5.”

56. Corrected by Mr. Strutt to “ 9 to 14.”

57. In Pyretologia oder Kiess-historie (Pyritologia or a History of Pyrites). Leipzig, 1725. The
citation given in our text is taken from Henckel’s Miscellaneous Notes, where among other
things he speaks of certain writers on metallurgy.

58. In a letter dated Upsala, April 18, 1723, which is printed in Daniel Tiselius’ Ytterligare
Försök och Siö-profwer uthi Wdttern (Further Researches and Proofs from Lake Vetter). Stockholm,
1730. The work also contains some anmdrkningar (notes) by Dr. Martin.

59. This was Descartes’ opinion; see his Meteor. I, viii.

60. In Physikalische Bibleothek (Leipzig, 1754).

61. In Physikalische Bibliothek, Leipzig, 1754.
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62. One of these plates belongs to the last work in the volume, On the Powers and Qualities
of Ships.

63. This review follows immediately after the review of Miscellaneous Observations, Parts
1–3. See n. XXVI.

64. Namely, in the reviews of Chemistry (no. XXIII) and Iron and Fire (no. XXIV).

65. Fig. 2 of the original, and Fig. 4 of the English translation.

66. Figure 3 in the original; in the translation, fig. 1.

67. This is an error for “(v d [in sert] ).”

68. See n. XVII paragraph xx.

69. These “8 sheets,” etc., comprise the whole volume with its three treatises.

70. This review follows immediately after the review of Miscellaneous Observations (n.
XXVI).

71. That is, the treatise on Longitude; see n. XXV.

72. The account that follows is in Swedenborg’s own words, with occasional omissions of
minor phrases, and the omission of all references to the three Figures. These Figures were not
published with the text, and have never been found.

73. That is, 4 copperplates.

74. The reviewer has omitted to mention the unnumbered chapter which precedes this,
namely, “Respecting hard strata consisting of common granite and their origin.”

75. The passage that follows, is a continuation of the literary nonce, already quoted, which
announced the publication of Iron and Fire, Longitude, and Chemistry.

76. The engraver for the Acta Eruditorum has added to this Figure the ornamental front
conceived in the German style. In the original, it is printed. as Table IV, Fig. 33, and in the
English translation as Pl.. V, Fig. 16.

77. In the work itself, the reference is to “m, Fig. 28 “ which in the. English translation is
Fig. 32. The reviewer, however, has contented himself by adding the letter S to his Figure 10.

78. In the original Tab. III, Fig. 11, and in the English translation, PI. VII, Fig. 33.

79. It should be noted that the engraver for the Acta Eruditorum, probably by a slip, has
written (h) in the center of the tube instead of (z) as in the original figure. It is this (h) that is
meant in the present statement “it rises to (z).” The engraver has also added the letter (z) at the
side between (r) and (h).

80. Of this journal we read in the Neue Zeitungen von Gelehrten Sachen: “Some time ago,
here in Leipzig, a new journal came out at Jacob Schustern’s under the title History of the
Learning of our Times, communicating news concerning books, the lives of Learned Men, and other
noteworthy matters of the like kind. In the Preface, the reason is advanced why most journals are
so soon heard for the last time, partly because of the great number of journals and partly
because of faulty elaboration. The editors also promise to furnish the reader with something
better, and as a sample of this they present him with this first number, wherein most of the
articles deal with serious books, or with fine material. In the future they hope rather to improve
than to deteriorate. They will exclude none of the sciences, and in the future they will also add
news” (Neue Zeit., May 4, 1722, pp. 346–47). The journal commenced in April, 1722, appeared
irregularly, and after seven issues (six in 1722 and one in 1724) it seems to have been
discontinued. The Neue Zeitungen devoted considerable space to a digest of its reviews. The
review of Swedenborg’s Miscellaneous Observations appeared in the fourth issue.

81. The meaning may be that Swedenborg did not make himself known to the reviewer
who, not improbably, was one of the professors in the university.
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82. The reviewer is here quoting from the page of errata typogyaphica which was attached
to the book on its publication. We may add, that no new edition appears to have been
published.

83. See the English translation of Miscellaneous Observations, pp. 16, 26, 28, 29, 31, 43, 84,
87, 90, 92, 98, 106, 108; especially p. 98.

84. See the English translation, p. 100.

85. See the English translation, p. 98.

86. In the English translation, pp. 83–84.

87. It is somewhat surprising that the reviewer should have put the fourth point in this
way. Swedenborg’s own words are: “Nature must be searched out by aid of experiments.”
Immediately before this, he gives another statement of this fourth point, as follows:  “(4) That
the, discoveries made by experiments must be laid down as a foundation, and no advance must
be made, even for the breadth of a finger, without their guidance. For one who wishes to fashion
nature for himself, and to arrive ex priori at the knowledge of things posterior; that is, to form
infinite nature from a finite imagination, is either divinely wise or will take the darkest
shadows in place of light.”

88. The Latin word is bullae which means bubbles, but in this connection the English
translators commonly retain the word bullae,

89. P. 134; English translation, p. 85.

90. P. 135 ; English translation, pp. 85–86.

91. We presume the reference is to Father Bonaventura Cavalieri, a Jesuit of Milan, who
was one of Galileo’s disciples: He served as professor of mathematics in the university of
Bologna. In his great work Geometria Indivi ibilibus Contiuuorum Nova Quadam Ratione Promota,
he opened the way to the calculation of infinitely small quantities which he called “indivisibles.”
Revised by one of Cavelieri’s pupils, the work was published a second time in 1652, a few years
after the author’s death (Bibleo. Italique, IX, 186 seq.).

92. P. 146; English translation, p. 29.

93. P. 148; English translation, p. 93.
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